It Just Makes Sense
Sure you can dig up homes,walkways
and landscaping to repair your customers’ drain pipes, but why would you?
Offer your customers more — add
Nu Flow to your company and see
your profits increase.Stay ahead of the
competition and give your customers
the peace of mind a homeowner
should have. Other solutions don’t
match the quality of Nu Flow’s trenchless drain-lining systems.
Why keep visiting your customers
time and again for the same reason?
Short-term fixes only postpone a permanent solution and make your customers unhappy. Do it right the first
time and save you and your customers
money.
Nu Flow Technologies is now one
of the fastest-growing pipe rehabilitation lining companies, with over 150
licensees in the United States, Canada,
Australia and the Caribbean. Nu Flow
manufactures its own complete line of
products out of a 16,000-sq.-ft., stateof-the-art facility. The product s
include DOT-approved epoxy resins,
lining products, cutters and cleaning
tools to fully service the lateral lining
industry.
The system is unique and does not
require any access pit. Nu Flow has
even developed a “push” system that
launches from a single point o f entry
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Look familiar?

with no need for downstream access.
The company is constantly improving
its products and services. As the licensee base grows, Nu Flow’s knowledge
grows. “We learn something from
everyone we do business with,” says
Grant Duxbury, Nu Flow’s training
and installation general manager. “If
our clients have a unique challenge,we
help them get through it and build on
our knowledge base.”

Nu Flow can do what many other
systems cannot do — stop and start
anywhere in the line, repair long vertical down pipes, span void pipe and
bridge connections (where re-instatement is impractical), complete sectional repairs with line flow, and so
many other specialty jobs that are fully
supported by 24/7 tech support. Nu
Flow st rives to develop products that
separate them from all others; one
example of this is the recent introduction of its Nu Flex product — a structural felt lining material that is capable
of lining around multiple 45 degree
and 90 degree pipe bends.
Nu Flow also has its own specialty
crew that tackles the tough jobs that
may be beyond licensees’ expertise.
Paul Corneil heads up the Nu Flow
Specialty Division and talks about Nu
Flow advantages. “I have spent years in
this business using inversion technologies, slip lining, and can honestly tell
you for 1 1/2-inch to 6-inch pipe, Nu
Flow has it all.” Paul is currently working on a historical property in downtown Manhattan, New York, providing
a solution that is second-to-none.
Nu Flow is the most versatile,
affordable pipe rehabilitation technology anywhere and is the right solution
for your company.
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